
http://rubberstamping.about.com/od/gettingstarted/tp/AngelPolicy.htm 
I just found a website that includes info on many rubber stamp company angel policies… so, I’m including the link here.  
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A*Muse www.amuseartstamps.com Yes A Muse Artstamps is pleased to be an "Angel" Company. This means that our stamp designs may be used in your handmade projects that are sold for profit with the following 
stipulations: 
1. All A Muse Artstamps images are protected by copyright © and may not be mechanically or electronically reproduced in any way, including handmade stamp production.  
2. A Muse Artstamps designs may not be used in any advertising or promotion (including hand stamped business cards) without express written permission from the artist. 
Please contact us. (include email link to info@amuserubberstamps.com)  
3. All craftworks must be hand stamped. No other form of reproduction of the images is allowed.  
4. You may not use any one stamp in more than 50 for-sale pieces of craftwork in any calendar year.  
5. The craftwork must be suitable for all audiences and all ages. You assume all liability for suitability and agree to indemnify A Muse Artstamps and the artist from disputes 
arising from your work.  
6. Electronic distribution of A Muse Artstamps designs is not permitted without express written permission. Please contact us. (include email link to 
info@amuserubberstamps.com) 
All other uses of our stamp designs require written permission from the artist. Please contact us at 206-783-4882. 

http://www.amuseartstamps.com/copyright.html 

All Night Media (Plaid) www.plaidonline.com Yes Yes, you may use our products and patterns to make projects to sell at craft shows and other smaller venues. You may not mass produce these projects without written 
permission from Plaid. 
EXCEPTION: You MAY NOT make projects for resale using licensed designs (ie, Disney, Susan Branch, Mary Engelbreit, Anna Griffin, Brenda Walton, Anne Keenan Higgins, 
Posh Impressions, etc). This is a violation of copyright laws. Specific inquiries should be addressed directly to the licensors (Disney, Susan Branch, Mary Engelbreit, Anna 
Griffin, Brenda Walton, Anne Keenan Higgins, Posh Impressions, etc)of licensed designs. 

http://www.plaidonline.com/faqDetail.asp?faqID=604 

Anna Griffin www.annagriffin.com Yes Anna Griffin Inc. products are especially designed for the enjoyment and creativity of our consumers. In support of the creative industry, we allow consumers to use our products 
(papers, embellishments and stamps) to create a limited number of handmade, original projects to sell at craft shows and at other small venues as long as they comply with the 
following guidelines in our Angel Policy; Designs must be handmade and not mechanically reproduced (no photocopies or scans) or mass produced (over 50 of each design). 
Projects incorporating our designs may not be sold in retail stores or on the internet. Individuals cannot represent themselves or their product as being affiliated with Anna Griffin. 
You may not use Anna Griffin Inc. copyrighted material for the purpose of creating logos, trademark, trade name, or trade dress or be used in any manner that is considered 
harmful towards Anna Griffin Inc. Unauthorized use, scanning or reproducing of our products or designs is strictly prohibited by law. 

http://www.annagriffin.com/faqs.html#7 

Art Declassified www.artdeclassified.com Yes Art Declassified supports artists. You are free to sell your hand stamped artwork featuring Art Declassified rubber stamp images, keeping in mind the following criteria: 
1. Scanning our images is a violation of the Art Declassified trademark and copyright. You may scan artwork created with Art Declassified stamps only for sharing/submitting 
artwork online or for sale on auction sites. You may not mechanically reproduce our stamp images for your artwork, or mechanically reproduce artwork created with our stamps. 
(For instance, scanning a card made with our stamps and mass printing them is a violation of our copyright.) You may not create a digital file from our stamp images for digital 
use. 
2. You may not mass produce artwork by hand using our stamps. Creating a particular project for sale more than 50 times would constitute mass production. 
3. You may sell limited numbers of your hand stamped artwork using our images at fairs, art shows, and online auction sites and permanent retail locations. You may not brand 
your work in such a way that it would appear that you are affiliated with Art Declassified, and the artist must state “Stamp images by Art Declassified” in all product descriptions 
online. 
4. You may not sub-license our artwork, or use our stamp images in products for resale on sites like Café Press. You may not use our stamp images in any media that will be 
reproduced, such as t-shirts, mass printed card sets, bumper stickers, etc. 

http://www.artdeclassified.com/intel.shtml 

Art Impressions www.artimpressions.com Yes 

 

ART IMPRESSIONS ORIGINAL RUBBER STAMPS is proud to be an "Angel Company". We are pleased that you would choose our stamps for your enterprising projects! 
We ask that all such projects, using our images are hand-stamped. No mechanical reproduction/manipulation of any kind is allowed. We also we require a letter requesting 
permission to use our stamps in this way and an explanation as to how specifically they will be used. A letter of consent will then be issued to you via return mail. Thank you 
again for choosing Art Impressions! 

Art Impressions Inc., P.O. Box 20085, Salem, OR 97307; 800-393-2014 

http://www.artimpressions.com/AngelPolicy.asp 

Bo Bunny www.bobunny.com Yes, limited 
updated 02/01/10 

Bo-Bunny Press is pleased with the interest shown towards our products.  Our products are designed with the intent of personal enjoyment expressed through each individual’s 
own creation. Keeping in mind the creative industry and the pleasure each person obtains from sharing their scrapbook or crafting abilities with others, we are pleased to grant 
permission in the form of a limited license to use with Bo-Bunny Press’s product designs which are protected under U.S. and/or International copyright laws. These rights which 
are granted by Bo-Bunny Press provide consideration for the terms described and any individual using the copyrighted material agrees to these terms and conditions stated 
below: 
1. Prior to using Bo-Bunny Press designs for any usage our “Angel” Policy Permission Form must be filled out and returned to Bo-Bunny Press for approval. 
2. A list of all Bo-Bunny Press designs which are used, including but not limited to, paper, stickers, rub-on stickers, ribbons, brads, flowers, embellishments and other items 
designated as a Bo-Bunny design must be submitted with our “Angel” Policy Permission Form and returned to Bo-Bunny Press for approval.  All items used must be listed by 
their item number and description. 
3. Reproduction of any kind is strictly prohibited for any Bo-Bunny design. 
4. Internet reproduction or resale is strictly prohibited for any Bo-Bunny design. 
5. Copyrighted designs by Bo-Bunny Press may not be altered in any manner. Masking or overlaying used in any overall design is prohibited. Any alteration will be considered 
an infringement of copyright. 
6. Bo-Bunny Press designs may not be used for the purpose of creating logos, company names, or company trademarks. 
7. Bo-Bunny Press designs are not to be sold in any store or left in a store on consignment. 
8. Any person participating with our “Angel” Policy many not sell, transfer, or assign their rights to Bo-Bunny Press designs to any other person or entity. 
9. No scanning, no photocopying, no printing of items are allowed for resale or usage.  You must use the original item. 
10. No mechanical reproduction of any sort is allowed. All digital images are strictly prohibited from any reproduction or resale of any kind. 

via email 
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11. Participants who are subject to this “Angel” Policy assume all liability for suitability of their work and agree to indemnify Bo-Bunny Press and its design artists from disputes 
arising from any designs created from their work including distribution of any such sale. 
12. Persons creating crafts items for sale must first purchase the original design for each craft item they intend to create for resale.  Persons who create craft items must comply 
with any state or local business and tax regulations or any other laws or regulations governing the sale of such goods. 
13. Each Bo-Bunny Press item used in crafting or resale must be marked with “Includes Copyrighted Material designed by Bo-Bunny Press” in a reasonable size and location 
that gives notice that our items are being used. 

Bugaboo Stamps www.bugaboostamps.com Yes 
Added 02/2011 

Bugaboo Stamps is an angel company. You CAN use them for cards, scrap booking, gift tags, stationary, embroidery or any other finished project you can think of. You CAN sell 
or give away your cards, scrap booking, paper products, embroidery designs or crafts you make with them, provided it does not include the images in their original form.  
Please provide credit back to Bugaboo!! 
DIGITIZERS: credit MUST be given to Bugaboo where the designs are displayed. If you do not wish to leave credit, please email me for information on a lifetime commercial fee! 
You CANNOT: resell, share or give away the graphics as they are, only the handmade crafts and finished products you make with them; use them to produce rubber stamps, 
clear stamps or die cuts, etc; alter the images and call them your own; use them to produce your own stamp kits; mass produce them without permission! 
When in doubt please email [owner]: jodie@bugaboostamps.com. 

http://bugaboostamps.com/Terms_of_use.html 

Catslife Press www.catslifepress.com Yes Yes, we're an angel company!  If you would like to make hand-stamped items with our rubber stamps and sell them for a profit, it's okay.  As long as you hand-stamp each 
image, and do not mass produce an item (limited number of the identical card for example).  And please give credit whenever possible.  Mechanical reproductions are a violation 
of copyright law, so please no scans, photocopies or other means of reproduction. 

http://www.catslifepress.com/aboutus.htm 

CC Designs www.ccdesignsrs.com 

www.allthatscraps.com  

Yes I would be thrilled if you used my stamps for your projects, I just ask that if possible you credit C.C. Designs Rubber Stamps. Please remember that your usage is only for 
handstamped items only. This means NO reproductions by mechanicals means. NO mechanical, electronic, or computer scanning. NO printing or copying. 

http://www.ccdesignsrs.com/index.php?main_page=page&id=
8&chapter=0 

Clear Dollar Stamps www.cleardollarstamps.com Yes All of our designs are original works of art created by Clear Dollar Stamps, and as such, are copyrighted and trademarked by Clear Dollar Stamps. We are an angel company, so 
we encourage you to use our stamped images in your own hand-stamped craftwork and projects for personal enjoyment, giving or to sell. 
If you would like to sell your hand-stamped projects using our images, please follow the guidelines listed below: 
1. Each piece created for sale must be individually hand-stamped by the selling artist and may not be reproduced or copied in any form by any means, graphic, electronic, or 
mechanical, including photocopying. 
2. Wherever possible, Clear Dollar Stamp’s trademarks and copyrights should be displayed and/or credit given in print. 
3. There are no quantity limits for selling hand-stamped craftworks that abide by the restrictions as stated in this policy. 
4. Completed, hand-stamped projects may be sold at craft events, community fundraisers, and over the Internet. In selling hand-stamped projects, the seller must make it clear 
that the items are hand-made and that the images used are from Clear Dollar Stamps. We sell stamps that include this information in several different formats to fit the needs of 
your project. 
5. If you sell your hand-stamped products on Etsy or eBay or other auction sites, you MUST put in the description of the product that the stamped images are copyright of Clear 
Dollar Stamps. 
We encourage you to submit your craftwork using our stamps to magazines and other publications. They can print or display those projects without our written consent as long 
as proper credit is given to Clear Dollar Stamps in print or in text credits of the online gallery. 
If you display your work on the Internet on your blog, web site or gallery, in addition to giving credit for the images in text, we would be appreciative if you could provide a link to 
the appropriate Clear Dollar web site, www.ClearDollarStamps.com. 

http://www.cleardollarstamps.com/faqs.php 

Close To My Heart www.closetomyheart.com 

 

Yes All Close To My Heart designs are copyrighted by CTMH Co. and are protected under United States and international copyright law, which means they cannot be copied without 
Close To My Heart’s permission. Close To My Heart’s Angel Policy grants limited permission (a license) to purchasers of Close To My Heart stamps to create hand-stamped 
artwork for sale. Close To My Heart does not limit the types of hand-stamped creations that may be sold under this policy, within reasonable standards of good taste. The terms 
and conditions of this "Angel Policy" are outlined below: 
* Close To My Heart designs may only be used in the creation of original, hand-stamped artwork. 
* Any artwork created using Close To My Heart designs must not infringe third-party copyrighted material. The artist must accept full responsibility for his or her artwork. 
* No stamp design may be reproduced or copied by any means, except hand-stamping, including photocopying, computer scanning and printing, or by freehand drawing. 
Artwork for sale must be personally hand-stamped by the selling artist, and any mass production or use of paid workers is prohibited. 
* The following notice must appear on hand-stamped artwork created for resale: "Designs © CTMH Co." 
* Completed hand-stamped artwork may be sold at craft fairs, fundraisers, retail locations, and over the Internet. In the sale of hand-stamped artwork, Close To My Heart 
trademarks and logos may not be used prominently or in any manner which might lead consumers to believe the hand-stamped artwork is a Close To My Heart product. 
* Hand-stamped artwork may not be sold in conjunction with Close To My Heart products, except in the case of charity events.  The same person may not sell both hand-
stamped artwork and Close To My Heart products at the same event, except in the case of charity events. 
* Sales may be made only in the United States (including U.S. Territories), Canada, or on U.S. military installations (as permitted). 
* Close To My Heart designs and images may not be used in non-Close To My Heart business logos, trademarks, or promotional materials. 
* Close To My Heart may amend its policies governing the use of its copyrighted designs and images, including the Angel Policy, at any time. Amendments to such policies are 
effective upon publication unless otherwise noted and will be posted on the official Close To My Heart website. Close To My Heart reserves the right to deny or terminate 
permission to use Close To My Heart designs and images with respect to any particular person. 

http://www.closetomyheart.com/angelpolicy.aspx 

Cornish Heritage Farms www.cornishheritagefarms.com Yes All the stamps produced here at Cornish Heritage Farms are copyrighted or licensed by Cornish Heritage Farms. Every image comes under our Angel Policy. We want you to 
get the most value out of our products so give you permission to use our stamps for creating personal & resalable items as long as: 
* Each item is hand stamped. (No mechanical or computerized reproduction in any form is allowed.) 
* Items sold must give credit to Cornish Heritage Farms on the back of the creation. 
Angel copyright stamps are available for a modest price on this store, should you wish to use one. 
ARTWORK CREDIT 

http://www.cornishheritagefarms.com/angel.php 
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If a card or project you create is published by a non electronic craft magazine, Cornish Heritage Farms will reward you with $25 of rubber stamps provided that the card or 
project: 
* has at least 2 CHF stamps or holds the major focus of the project. 
* is shown in the publication with the properly named and credited CHF stamps. 
Multiple projects in the same publication are individually rewarded, but they must be substantially different from each other to qualify. In order to claim your free rubber, please 
send us a scan, color copy or page from the magazine showing the project, publication name and issue date. This offer is valid only for six months following the magazine 
publication date. 
As with all our policies, this may change without prior notice. 

CowTown Stamps www.cowtownstamps.com Yes We are an Angel Company and yes you can make things to sell by only hand stamping and not altering the size or the design. We would greatly appreciate seeing what you 
create so we can add it to our gallery and on the web page by the particular stamp(s) used on your creations. 

http://www.cowtownstamps.com/stores/merchant.mvc?Screen
=CUSTOMER-SERVICE&Store_Code=COWTOWN 

Crafty Secrets www.craftysecrets.com Yes you can use our stamps and our other products on creations you sell! http://www.splitcoaststampers.com/forums/showpost.php?p=8
375036&postcount=2 

DeNami Design www.denamidesign.com Yes DeNami Design encourages stampers and artists to use our exquisite images to enhance their own artwork. All we require is that the items not be mechanically reproduced, and 
the quantities remain under 500 pieces per year, or $1000 worth of merchandise. You must include the phrase "© Copyright DeNami Design Rubber Stamps 2008. Used with 
permission." DeNami Design reserves the right to revoke this policy at any time. 

http://www.denamidesign.com/faqs.html 

DRS Designs www.drsdesigns.com Yes DRS Designs is pleased to be an Angel Company.  We encourage our customers to use our designs to create hand made items for which to sell.  You do not need to contact us 
for permission.  We would appreciate recognition of our designs. 

http://www.drsdesigns.com/faq.htm 

Eat Cake www.eatcakegraphics.com Yes Creating individually handstamped items for sale is more than fine. Mass quantities or for that matter not-so-mass quantities created by means of reproduction (electronic 
scanning, photocopying, saving images from web pages, etc.) or any means other than ink pad to rubberstamp or vice versa is not allowed. If possible please give eat cake 
graphics credit for the image(s) used either on the item for sale or verbally if asked. 

http://eatcakegraphics.com/index.php?main_page=page&id=4
&chapter=1&zenid=fe8cfe00e4e19e9b56e1cce9df75fe09 

EK Success www.eksuccess.com Yes We appreciate your interest and enthusiasm shown towards the many creative products, images and designs produced by EK Success. They are designed with you in mind for 
your use, your enjoyment, and most of all, for your personal expression. 
In the interest of a creative industry and the pleasure that one gets in sharing their crafting abilities with others, we are pleased to allow the following limited license to use our 
copyrighted product designs. This "Angel Policy" is specifically made for the purpose of creating craftworks for sale in limited quantities in a local geographic location. The use of 
EK Success’ designs and images is subject to the terms and conditions outlined in the Angel Policy Guidelines Sheet (PDF). If you are interested in requesting permission to use 
EK Success designs you will need to access and print out the Angel Policy Permission Form and follow the directions provided. 

http://www.eksuccess.com/angel.php?sess_id=ef4d8ace14cb
3b33e8e80246b42c1eab 

Elzybells www.elzybells.co.uk Yes All stamp designs are copyright to Elzybells Art Stamps Ltd. 
We have a generous copyright policy and do not take lightly to people abusing it. Legal action is taken against anyone who breaches our copyright. 
We allow you to sell your handmade cards using our stamps with no limits on quantities sold. However, each image must be hand stamped and not produced by any other 
means. Printing, copying, scanning, amending or reproducing our designs in any way other than hand stamping is strictly prohibited and is a breach of copyright, even if for 
personal use. 
The sharing of hand stamped images as part of a swap is permitted, however, to sell our images, hand stamped or otherwise, is not permitted and is a breach of copyright. 
We are happy to reward anyone who informs us of potential copyright breaches. We do not wish to restrict the use of our stamps to personal use only. We believe that allowing 
customers, who purchase our stamps (and hand stamp each card), to sell their work promotes artistic development and creativity. We also believe our stamps are very 
reasonably priced therefore anyone wishing to develop a legitimate business in this way has no justification in copying, reproducing or amending our designs. 
All discontinued designs are still subject to our copyright. 
Our stamp designs (and all images on our website / blog) may not be used as part of any website, logo, advertising or promotional material without our express written 
permission. 
Artwork and card samples featured on our website and blog are for your inspiration only and may not be copied for publication, sale or contest submission. 

http://elzybells.co.uk/copyright.asp 

Flourishes www.flourishes.org Yes We are an angel company.  Feel free to hand stamp our images to create works for either personal or commercial use.  Please acknowledge this company as the image source 
for any commercial use. Stamp the back of your cards with the logo provided in each set. No mechanical or commercial reproduction is allowed. But if you stamp them then you 
can sell them! 

http://www.flourishes.org/servlet/Page?template=policy 

Gel-A-Tins www.gelatinstamps.com Yes Thanks for your interest in using gel-à-tins™ in your craftworks! We welcome you to use our stamp images for your handstamped artwork for resale with approved distribution. 
Please read the below to understand the terms and conditions that are associated with the commercial use of our stamp designs: 
1. Prior to using gel-à-tins stamp designs, you need to contact gel-a-tins via phone, email or mail to determine which images are eligible for commercial use. (See below for 
contact information.) 
2. All craftwork using gel-à-tins stamp images must be hand-stamped by the selling artist and not reproduced or copied including but limited to: electronic, mechanical or 
photocopying. Also prohibited is mass production, assembly-line construction or production by workers for hire. 
3. gel-à-tins stamp images are copyrighted and cannot be altered. Depending on the design, the art is either wholly owned by gel-à-tins inc. or licensed to gel-à-tins inc. 
4. The commercial use we approve is hand-stamped craftworks that are sold at a local geographical level at the following venues: 

Community fundraisers, Craft events or bazaars, Seasonal boutiques, To an individual for their event, such as weddings, birthdays or other party-like invitations or 
announcements 

5. We do not allow commercial use for hand-stamped craftworks that are sold: 
Nationally. At Internet sites, At permanent retail locations (including but not limited to stores, consignment shops, kiosk or mall), To other vendors for resale or left on 
consignment for resale 

6. gel-à-tins stamp images cannot be used to create company trademarks or logos. 
7. Whenever possible gel-à-tins trademarks and copyrights should be displayed as “Designs © gel-à-tins inc.” 8. gel-à-tins inc. does not limit the quantity for the sale of hand-
stamped work that abides by the usage detailed above. 
9. Persons using any gel-à-tins stamp image that is not approved for use by gel-à-tins inc. assumes all liability for their work and indemnify gel-à-tins inc. from disputes arising 
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from their work. 
Approval Steps - To determine which stamps can be used for your commercial use, please contact us: 

Email: info@gelatinstamps.com 
Phone: 416-236-0050 or 1-800-393-2151 
Fax: 416-236-0024 
Mail: 3349 Bloor Street West, Suite 12, Toronto ON M8X 1E9 

GinaK www.ginakdesigns.com Yes Gina K. Designs is an Angel Company. You may sell your hand-stamped projects at craft fairs, in stores and on the internet, however, you may not mechanically or electronically 
reproduce our images without expressed written consent. You may submit your work to stamping and scrapbooking magazines and they may print those projects without our 
written consent as long as proper credit is given to our company in print. 

http://www.ginakdesigns.com/Rubber_Stamps.html 

G-Rated Rubber Stamps www.gratedstamps.com Yes G-RATED Rubber stamps is an Angel Company. You have our permission to use our stamps in projects intended for sale provided that the product for sale is a hand stamped 
original and that our images are not mechanically reproduced in any way. Recognition for our designs is appreciated. 

http://www.gratedstamps.com/Info.aspx 

Green Grass www.greengrassstamps.com Yes While electronic and mechanical reproduction of our images is not allowed, you may hand stamp them on items made for sale. http://greengrassstamps.bigcartel.com/faq 

Hambo Stamps www.hambostamps.com Yes Hambo Stamps is an Angel Company! This means that only finished art projects stamped by hand  using our stamps may be sold, and may not be reproduced or copied in any 
form by any means graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying. You may NOT use Hambo Stamp images as clip art, logos, or to make your own stamps, nor may 
you stamp images just for the purpose of selling. All images are original drawings and copyrighted in the year they were introduced by Tim Hunter exclusively for Hambo 
Stamps. 
Please note: Though not required, we DO have a tiny stamp that reads "Images by Hambo Stamps" that you can use on your projects or displays if you'd like to give us credit. 
There is no charge for the stamp. Just let us know that you'd like one the next time you place an order, and we'll throw one in. Thanks! 
**A few more words about this** 
Please respect that the images and sayings found on our website are items that we are selling. While we don't mind the occasional stamping of a RAK (Random Act of 
Kindness) image to share with a friend, please be fair in how you practice this. Along the same lines, if you see a saying on our site that you'd like to use, please purchase the 
stamp; we consider computer reproductions of our sayings to be the equivalent of shoplifting (taking something you didn't pay for). Remember, it's hard for companies like ours 
to stay in business if they can't profit from their own creativity, originality and hard work. 

http://www.hambostamps.com/angelpolicy.htm 

Hambo Stamps www.hambostamps.com Yes Hambo Stamps is an Angel Company! This means that only items stamped by hand  using our stamps may be sold, and may not be reproduced or copied in any form by any 
means graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying. You may NOT use Hambo Stamp images as clip art, logos, or to make your own stamps. All images are 
original drawings and copyrighted in the year they were introduced by Tim Hunter exclusively for Hambo Stamps. 
Please note: Though not required, we DO have a tiny stamp that reads "Images by Hambo Stamps" that you can use on your projects or displays if you'd like to give us credit. 
There is no charge for the stamp. Just let us know that you'd like one the next time you place an order, and we'll throw one in. 

http://www.hambostamps.com/angelpolicy.htm 

Hampton Arts www.hamptonart.com 

 

Yes Hampton Art, LLC. is a full-fledged “Angel” Company. This entitles the stamp owner to make projects for personal use or to sell as handmade one-of–a-kind creations. This 
policy applies to all Hampton designs, including those under license from various designers.This use has been surpassed when quantities of greater than 20 are produced by 
hired employees for the purpose of mass marketing. For further details or permission on additional use, please contact Hampton Art, LLC. at (800) 229-1019. 

http://hamptonart.com/copyright.html 

Hanna Stamps www.hannastamps.com Yes Once you have purchased any stamp sets from us, you can make, trade, and sell your creative projects. You want to make 100 cards to sell at the local flower shop, or on any 
on-line store or place, feel free to do so. Please, no mechanical reproduction of the stamp sets, or NO NOT SELL stamped off images. You may not stamp just the images and 
sell them. You may sell cards, or projects. You may NOT sell just the plain stamped images that are stamped onto paper or other such material. Thank you. 

http://www.kreationsbykrissy.typepad.com/ 

Heidi Swapp www.heidiswapp.com Yes Please feel free to hand stamp our images on products for resale however many times as you wish. Make as many cards, scrapbook pages, tags, clothing, wall decoration or 
other artsy item as you’d like. If you make something especially fantastic, consider sending us a photograph or sample. We love to see how our products are used. In the event 
that we use your creation to promote our items we will seek permission first. 
If you plan to mechanically reproduce our images on more than 50 products for sale, please contact us with details for permission. Do not reproduce our stamps or make molds 
for sale of our images. 

http://www.heidiswapp.com/info.aspx 

Hero Arts www.heroarts.com Yes All of our stamp designs are original artwork created and copyrighted by Hero Arts. Thus, Hero Arts stamps are for personal and non-commercial use only. However, our valued 
stampers may use our products to produce any creations they would like, which can include selling or otherwise distributing these creations in limited quantities. All commercial 
use of our designs is subject to the following terms and conditions: 
1. All stamp impressions must be made by hand and no mechanical or other form of reproduction is permitted. 
2. Quantities are limited to projects that are limited in scope, local in nature, and otherwise do not constitute an ongoing business. Additionally, quantities for commercial use are 
generally allowed if they are in the range of 50 handstamped impressions per stamp image. The production of much larger numbers, and/or for an ongoing business, and/or for 
an endeavor that is not local in nature, is forbidden. 
3. Wherever possible, Hero Arts Trademarks and Copyrights should be displayed.  
To use our images for this purpose, simply send or e-mail us a letter acknowledging you agree to the above terms, and include the following information: 
    * Your name and contact information 
    * A list of the Hero Arts products you plan to use 
    * The quantities you anticipate producing 
    * An acknowledgment that you "Agree to respect Hero Arts copyrights."  
Send, email or fax the request to: 
  Hero Arts Rubber Stamps, 1343 Powell St., Emeryville, CA 94608; FAX: 510-653-8620; info@heroarts.com 
Submitting this written letter grants you a limited license to use our images as you like within the terms outlined above. We appreciate your consideration of our copyrights. 

http://www.heroarts.com/about.cfm?file=angel 

High Hopes www.highhopesstamps.com Yes We are an “Angel” company in that we do allow our images to be HAND STAMPED on craft projects that are to be re-sold. All forms of mechanical, digital, and electronic 
reproduction prohibited. 
Our artists work hard to create new and exciting images to share; however, they retain the copyright on their work which may be produced in other mediums. Please respect 
their copyrights, and only reproduce images by hand stamping. 

http://www.highhopesstamps.com/policies.htm 
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We do ask that appropriate credit be given the maker “High Hopes Rubber Stamps”, when possible. 

House Mouse www.house-mouse.com Yes Revised: 02/11/10 
1. House-Mouse Designs® Rubber stamps and images are copyrighted, original artwork created by Ellen Jareckie for House-Mouse Designs, Inc. and are subject to full 
copyright protection. 
2. As such, its stamps and images are sold for the personal use of the consumer, without right to reproduce the copyrighted images for commercial purposes. 
3. House-Mouse Designs, Inc. permits its valued customers the following limited rights of commercial use regarding it's rubber stamp images: All stamp impressions must be 
made by hand. No mechanical or other form of reproduction is permitted. Only limited quantities, not to exceed 100 per design, may be made for commercial use. In connection 
with each commercial use within these permissible limits, the user shall clearly display on the project the following: “Black line Image Art: Copyright House-Mouse Designs, Inc.” 
4. Commercial use that violates or exceeds the above restrictions is prohibited and shall be considered a breach of the copyrights of House-Mouse Designs, Inc. 
5. Rubber Stamps must not be relabeled or separated into parts and resold. 
6. Designs cannot be used as company logos or trademarks or promotional materials or on business cards. 
7. We reserve the right to publish, capture, copy, for the purpose of advertising and promotion only, products made with our Images and posted in public places and forums. 
8. You may sell cards, or projects which include the stamped image. You may not sell just the plain black line stamped images alone that have been stamped onto paper or any 
other material. 
9. Hand-made stamped artwork may not be sold in conjunction with any House-Mouse Designs products. Hand-made stamped artwork must not be used in any manner which 
might confuse, mislead or deceive, or which would be likely to confuse mislead or deceive, consumers that hand-stamped artwork is a House-Mouse Designs product, or is 
endorsed by House-Mouse Designs, Inc. 
10. Hand-made stamped artwork must be suitable for all audiences and all ages. House-Mouse Designs reserves the right to determine whether or not a project is suitable. 
11. House-Mouse Designs, Inc may amend its policies governing the use of its copyrighted designs and images, including the Angel Policy, at any time. Amendments to such 
policies are effective upon publication unless otherwise noted and will be posted on the official House-Mouse Designs, Inc. website, www.house-mouse.com. House-Mouse 
Designs, Inc. reserves the right to deny or terminate permission to use House-Mouse Designs® images with respect to any particular person. 
12. The above Terms and Conditions apply to the House-Mouse Designs®, HappyHoppers® and Gruffies® rubber stamps. 
House-Mouse Designs, Inc.  reserves the right to amend or change this policy at any time. 

http://www.house-mouse.com/php/AngelPolicy.php 

Impress Rubber Stamps www.impressrubberstamps.com Yes All of Impress' designs are copyrighted and are not to be electronically reproduced for commercial gain. Hand stamped, handmade items are permitted for limited resale. 
Impress and Impress Rubber Stamps are registered trademarks. 

Via email 

Inkadinkadoo www.inkadinkado.com Yes Our quality stamps are meant for personal, non-commercial use as all of our images are copyrighted. However, we appreciate that our stampers so enjoy making their hand-
stamped creations that they wish to sell them at local craft shows, fund-raisers, bazaars, and similar small venues. Here at Inkadinkado, we welcome requests from our 
stampers to use our non-licensed images in the creation of cards or small gifts for resale purposes. The following restrictions will apply:  

•  Each project should be crafted by the individual and must be hand stamped.  

•  Electronic, mechanical, or graphic reproduction (such as scanning or photocopying) is strictly prohibited.  

•  A maximum of 100 hand-stamped items is permitted.  

•  Credit for the stamped images and ©INKADINKADO must appear on the back of your items.  

•  Written permission for resale use is required.  
To request permission for resale use, write or send an e-mail to: 
DIMENSIONS/INKADINKADO, c/o Pam Keller, 1801 North 12th Street, Reading, PA 19604-1527; pam.keller@dimensions-crafts.com 
 
Please include the following information when you contact us:  

•  Your name, address, phone number, and e-mail 

•  A list of our stamps you plan to use 

•  A brief description of the item you will be making 

•  The quantity of item you will be making 
A brief description of where or how the item will be sold 

http://www.inkadinkado.com/about/angel_policy.lasso 

Inky Antics www.inkyantics.com Yes You are welcome to make and sell works containing Inky Antics images as long as they are original, hand-stamped items sold by the creator; mass production or mechanical 
reproduction by any means is not permitted. Please give written credit to Inky Antics directly on items that are for sale. 
Reproduction of any portion of our catalog or website without prior written permission is strictly prohibited. No Inky Antics image may be mechanically reproduced or copied by 
any means including, but not limited to, photocopying, computer scanning and printing, using overhead or opaque projectors for enlarging or hand-copying images, or any other 
means. 
Our artists and employees work hard to bring you new images and quality products. Thank you for helping to make this possible by respecting our copyright. 

http://www.inkyantics.com/copyright.htm 

Inque Boutique   See The {Stamps} of Life.   

Jillibean Soup www.jillibean-soup.com Yes 
Added 02/2011 

Jillibean Soup is excited that you want to use our products for your crafting ideas! We ask that you give credit to Jillibean Soup when our products are used. If you intend to 
create products for resale, they must be handmade and not be mass produced. Jillibean Soup artwork may not be altered or copied by any means. 

 

Judikins Judikins.com Yes While JudiKins is an "Angel Company" our policy extends only to the stamps we design ourselves. We have made and sold stamps under license for paula best & Co. and 
Carman's Veranda. These stamps are marked with the JudiKins logo but are subject to the polices of the companies who own the copyrights. 
Stamps made from JudiKins copyrighted images are intended for private, non-commercial use. The selling of hand stamped items is allowed if proper copyright is included. 
Stamp 2417D is available for this purpose. All other rights are reserved. 
paula best & Co. retains exclusive rubber stamp reproduction rights on all designs. Stamps made from paula best copyrighted images are marked "all rights reserved". Items 
made using paula best stamps may not be sold. If you intend to sell anything created with paula best images, you will be infringing on her copyright and will be in violation of 
copyright law. 

http://judikins.com/aboutus/copyright.html 
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Carman's Veranda is an an "Angel Company" and hand stamped items maybe sold. JudiKins stamps made from Carman's Veranda copyrighted images are marked ©Carman's 
Veranda under the JudiKins logo. 

JustRite Stampers www.justritestampers.com Yes At JustRite® Stampers we would love to be part of your stamping experience please feel to use our stamps to create or personalize any papercrafting project whether it be 
cardmaking, scrapbooking or those truly special events in your life. We grant permission to make and sell artwork made with our stamps as long as you meet the following 
criteria: 
* All items must be hand-stamped and not mechanically or digitally reproduced in any form. 
* When sharing your creativity with our products on your blog please give us stamp credit for our products. 
* When submitting projects to online galleries or to magazines for publication, credit to JustRite® Stampers should be given and whenever possible a link to our website. 
* When creating cards or items for resale, credit to JustRite® Stampers should be given on the back of the wrapping or item, and whenever possible a link to our website.  

http://www.justritestampers.com/custom.aspx?ID=21 

Katie & Company www.katiecompany.com Yes katie & company is an “angel” company. This entitles the stamp owner to make projects for personal use or to sell as handmade one-of-a-kind creations. This policy applies to all 
katie & company designs. Applicable limitations to the sale of handmade-stamped creations include: 
• katie & company designs and images may not be used for commercial benefit (i.e. in business logos) whether or not for profit. 
• Hand-stamped creations may be sold via the internet, at craft fairs, fundraisers or other temporary events. However, hand-stamped creations cannot be sold at a fixed retail 
location such as a store. 
• Images may not be used in any electronic media including the use of clip art. 
• katie & company images may not be mechanically reproduced or copied by any means including, without limitation, photocopying, computer scanning and printing, etc. 
This use has been surpassed when quantities of greater than 20 are produced by hired employees for the purpose of mass marketing. 

Via email 

Kitchen Sink Stamps www.kitchensinkstamps.com Yes You may use our stamps to hand stamp items made for sale and sell them wherever you want to sell your items! Items must be stamped by you (sorry, no hiring crews of people 
to help you out!) and please don’t go over 200 pieces (after 200, you would get bored anyway!). 
Our images are copy written, so electronic and mechanical reproduction of our images is a NO-NO  and not allowed. Kitchen Sink Stamps images can be used digitally only 
when used incorporated into a finished piece of art by the artist for display use only. 
Plus, it would be greatly appreciated (and really cool of you) if you give Kitchen Sink Stamps credit for using our stamps when making items for sale and, or when submitting 
your works to publications, swaps or contests. 
If you are interested in giving Kitchen Sink Stamps credit on your hand stamped Kitchen Sink projects and cards, just email us your name and mailing address, and we would be 
happy to send a © Kitchen Sink Stamps small logo stamp to you - FREE! ... and thank you! 

http://web.mac.com/degrassicolosimo/KitchenSinkStamps/An
gel_Policy.html 

Lockhart Stamp Company www.lockhartstampcompany.com Yes The Lockhart Stamp Company is proud to be an "Angel" Company. We are pleased that you would choose our stamps for your projects! We ask that all such projects using our 
images are hand-stamped. No mechanical reproduction/manipulation of any kind is allowed. We also require a letter requesting permission to use our stamps in this way and an 
explanation as to how specifically they will be used. 

The Lockhart Stamp Company, 6501 141st Place NE, Redmond, WA 98052; 425-881-1627 
karen@lockhartstampcompany.com 

A letter of consent will then be issued to you via return mail. Thank you again for choosing The Lockhart Stamp Company! 

http://www.lockhartstampcompany.com/ContactUs_2006.htm 

Magenta Magentastyule.com Yes You can sell your art work or cards made with Magenta stamps if they are not reproduce mechanically; hand-made only. This is the only request we have for our angel policy. Via email 

Magnolia www.magnolia.nu Yes We allow our images to be used on items for resale as long as everything is hand stamped and colored. Please do not reproduce any of our images electronically or 
mechanically, by means of computers or copy machines. 

http://www.dreamcottage.nu/english1/index1.html 

Martha Stewart   See EK Success policy.   

Memory Box Memoryboxco.com Yes You may sell your handstamped (no mechanical reproduction) cards for profit. For any questions, contact us. http://memoryboxco.com/angel_policy.asp 

Mo’s Digital Pencil www.digitalpenciltt.com Yes, limited 
Added 02/2011 

All my art is hand drawn by me, Maurie J Manning (MJM) and is protected by copyright. I reserve all rights to my illustrations. My works are intended for your personal use and 
you are not permitted to redistribute any of my illustrations (including copying, lending, duplicating, sharing, reselling or putting online -- except for as elements in a digital 
scrapbook or as demonstration photos of your finished projects). My black and white linework may ABSOLUTELY NOT be traded, swapped or sold either in digital or printed 
form without express written concent from me, Maurie J. Manning. 
You are, however, permitted to make and sell individually (handmade and hand-colored) cards and projects that you create using MJM illustrations. Please keep my illustration 
copyright mark visible somewhere on the project (alongside the art whenever possible.) 
Regarding the use of MERGED IMAGES: MJM images may only be merged with other MJM images unless you email me for special permission. Cards using merged images 
are only for personal use and may not be sold unless you receive permission from me. 

http://digitalpenciltoo.com/index.php/General/Company-
Info/Angel-Policy.html 

My Favorite Things www.mftstamps.com Yes Absolutely! We would like image credit when possible and of course this does not apply to mechanical reproduction but you are free to make and sell handmade cards and 
altered items! 

http://www.mftstamps.com/main/faq.html#angel 

Odd Bird Planet www.oddbirdplanet.com Yes justjohanna's Odd Bird Planet is an Angel Company. In addition to personal use, we allow our stamps to be used to create hand stamped artwork to sell. We encourage you to 
use our stamps to make money (and to spend it on more Odd Bird Planet stamps)! All of the justjohanna's Odd Bird Planet images are protected by copyright and may not be 
mechanically or electronically reproduced, with the exception of posting images of your artwork in online galleries (of course, giving proper credit to justjohanna's Odd Bird 
Planet). Any use of the justjohanna logo, the Odd Bird Planet logo, and/or justjohanna's Odd Bird Planet images in any form of advertising or promotion must have prior written 
consent of Johanna 

http://justjohanna.pbwiki.com/Angel-Policy 

Paper Inspirations www.paperinspirations.com Yes Before including any images in items for resale, stamper must complete and submit a form for approval. Usually, requests to sell 100 items or less will be approved. All stamped 
items must include copyright stamp.  

http://www.paperinspirations.com/index.htm 

Paper Smooches www.papersmoochesstamps.com Yes Paper Smooches Angel Policy grants limited permissions (a license) to purchasers of Paper Smooches Stamps to create hand-stamped artwork for sale. The terms and 
conditions of this Angel Policy: 
•Paper Smooches designs may only be used in the creation of original, hand-stamped artwork. 
•Any artwork created using Paper Smooches Stamps designs must not infringe third-party copyrighted material. The artist must accept full responsibility for his or her artwork. 

http://www.papersmoochesstamps.com/category_s/49.htm 
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•No stamp design may be reproduced or copied by any means, except hand-stamping, including photocopying, computer scanning and printing, or by freehand drawing. Artwork 
for sale must be personally hand-stamped by the selling artist, and any mass production or use of paid workers is prohibited. 
•The following notice must appear on hand-stamped artwork created for resale: © Paper Smooches Stamps 
•Completed hand-stamped artwork may be sold at craft fairs, fund raisers, retail locations, and over the internet. In the sale of hand-stamped artwork, Paper Smooches Stamps 
trademarks and logos may not be used prominently or in any manner which might lead consumers to believe the hand-stamped artwork is a Paper Smooches Stamps product. 
•Paper Smooches Stamps may not be used in business logos, trademarks, or promotional materials. 
•Paper Smooches Stamps may amend its policies governing the use of its copyrighted designs and images including the Angel Policy, at any time. Amendments to such policies 
are effective upon publication of the official Paper Smooches Stamps website. Paper Smooches Stamps reserves the right to deny or terminate permission to use Paper 
Smooches Stamps and designs 

Paperbag Studio paperbagsudios.com Yes Paperbag Studios is an angel company. We encourage the use our images in artwork; however, only the original hand-stamped image may be used. Our images cannot be 
reproduced by mechanical or digital means whatsoever. 

http://paperbagstudios.com/mainsite/index.php?option=com_c
ontent&view=category&layout=blog&id=39&Itemid=54 

Papertrey Ink www.papertreyink.com Yes We welcome artists who wish to sell their hand-stamped works using images from Papertrey Ink, although there are limitations. We have granted permission in the form of a 
limited license to use any of our stamp images for the purpose of creating craftworks for sale. Each craftwork created for sale must be personally and individually hand-stamped 
by the selling artist and may not be reproduced or copied in any form by any means, graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying. All Papertrey Ink images are 
copyrighted. You may not use the images for the purpose of creating logos or company trademarks.  

http://www.papertreyink.com/angel_policy.html 

Penny Black www.pennyblackinc.com Yes 1. Penny Black stamps and images are original artwork created by or for Penny Black, Inc. and subject to full copyright protection. 
2. As such, its stamps and images are sold for the personal use of the consumer, without right to reproduce the copyrighted images for commercial purposes. 
3. Penny Black, Inc. permits its valued customers the following limited rights of commercial use: All stamp impressions must be made by hand. No mechanical or other form of 
reproduction is permitted. Only limited quantities, not to exceed 36 per design, may be made for commercial use. In connection with each commercial use within these 
permissible limits, the user shall clearly display on the project the following: “Image: Copyright Penny Black, Inc.” 
4. Commercial use that violates or exceeds the above restrictions is prohibited and shall be considered a breach of the copyrights of Penny Black, Inc. 

www.pennyblackinc.com/policies.html 

Pink Petticoat www.pinkpetticoat.co.uk Yes Pink Petticoat CDs & 'Zip-Kit' Downloads and their contents are intended for personal and non-commercial use only and only the single, original purchaser has the right to use 
the product. By purchasing Pink Petticoat digital images, you are not purchasing the rights to reproduce them in any way. You may not redistribute (including copying, sharing, 
lending, duplicating, re-selling) the products or their content in either their digital or printed format. 
But Pink Petticoat operates an Angel Policy and you are welcome to offer for sale any Cards and other hand-crafted paper items, such as Envelopes, Gift Boxes & Bags etc you 
create using the items you've purchased. You may also donate your completed items to a charity for them to offer for sale. You must personally create or handcraft every item 
you wish to sell. Pink Petticoat does not require any credit on the items you make. And there is no limit on the number of items you may offer. 
Items produced by any hired employees, paid or unpaid, for the purpose of profit are NOT allowed. 
You may not create Card Toppers or other items for people to make their own cards, and offer them for sale. 
The designs are not to be made into physical rubber stamps, die-cuts or any other derivative product. 

http://www.pinkpetticoat.co.uk/angel_policy.php 

Posh Impressions www.poshimpressions.com Yes All of our stamp designs are original artwork created and copyrighted by Posh Impressions and Posh Ltd. Posh Presents Incorporated's stamps are for personal and normally 
non-commercial use. However stampers may use Posh stamps to produce any creations they would like, which can include selling or otherwise distributing these creations in 
reasonable quantities. 
Commercial use of our designs is subject to the following terms and conditions: 
   1. All Posh stamp impressions must be made by hand with no mechanical or other form of reproduction permitted. 
   2. Quantities are limited in scope and do not constitute an ongoing business. 
   3. Wherever possible, Posh Impressions or Posh Ltd. Trademarks and Copyrights should be displayed. 
To use our images for this purpose, simply copy and paste the above in an e-mail and I will e-mail you for your files that permission is granted. Please include the following 
information: 
    * Your name and contact information 
    * The quantities you anticipate producing 
    * An acknowledgment that you "Agree to respect Posh copyrights." 
Please e-mail the request to warren@poshimpressions.com 
Submitting this written correspondence that I will return in the same e-mail with my permission grants you a limited license to use Posh images within the terms outlined above. 
We appreciate your respect of our copyrights and of everyone's copyrights. 

http://www.poshimpressions.com/contactUs.htm#angel 

Provo Craft www.provocraft.com Yes Provo Craft and Novelty, Inc. (Provo Craft) is thrilled that individuals desire to create and sell personal craftwork (i.e., craftwork personally created by an individual for sale or 
distribution by that individual and not for the sale or distribution of any other person or entity) incorporating our products, designs and images.  In the interest of the creative 
community and their desires to share their creativity with others, we have granted permission in the form of a limited license to use any of Provo Craft’s designs, images and 
other products sold by Provo Craft that are protected under U.S. and/or international copyright laws (hereinafter referred to collectively as the “copyrighted material”) for the 
purpose of creating craftworks for sale in limited quantities in a limited local geographical location.   
* All Provo Craft products that incorporate, provide or utilize copyrighted material are copyrighted by Provo Craft and Novelty, Inc. and are protected under United States and 
international copyright laws, which means that they cannot be copied without the written permission of Provo Craft. 
* Any craftwork to be sold must not incorporate third-party copyrighted material. The craftwork must contain only Provo Craft products that are sold under the Provo Craft 
trademark.  
* The individual may sell or distribute personal craftwork at local community fundraisers, seasonal boutiques or bazaars, or other temporary craft events.  Personal craftwork 
incorporating Provo Craft copyrighted material cannot be sold at a fixed retail location such as a store or mall kiosk, left in a store on consignment, or sold to other parties for 
subsequent resale, or sold via the Internet. 
* The use of the copyrighted material to be sold with a product, to enhance a product or to design a product on a regional or national level or for any mass production is 
expressly prohibited hereunder and requires a written licensing agreement with Provo Craft. (The definition of mass produced is more than fifty copies reproduced within a thirty 
day period of any one design or more than 200 copies per year of any one design. Multi-person assembly-line work counts as mass production.) 

http://www.provocraft.com/company/legal/angel.policy.php 
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* Quantities for sale of personal craftwork shall be limited by the production limits set forth herein. 
* You may not use Provo Craft and Novelty, Inc. copyrighted material for the purpose of creating logos, trademarks, trade names, trade dress or trademarks (e.g., company 
trademarks, product trademarks, product packaging, etc.). 
* Wherever possible, each item using or incorporating Provo Craft’s copyrighted material must be marked with “Includes Copyrighted Material of Provo Craft and Novelty, Inc.” in 
a reasonable size and location that gives reasonable notice. 
* Copyrighted material of Provo Craft may not be altered in any manner, including but not limited to, masking or overlaying portions in the overall design.  Any other alteration will 
be considered an infringement of copyright.  In addition, Provo Craft expressly reserves all moral rights in any copyrighted material.  

Purrs & Pants purrsandpants.com Yes YES, we ARE an Angel Company!  This means that you are allowed to sell products that you make using our stamps (with the stipulation that you do not use any mechanical 
reproduction.  All products that you sell with our images must be hand-stamped.) 
We don't require you to put our company name on the products, but we would appreciate any word of mouth references! 
Our images are officially copyrighted.  This is done to protect our company because it prevents other companies from taking our images and selling them as their own.  The 
copyright does NOT change our angel policy.  
We'd also LOVE to see anything you've made with our products--we may even post it here on our website if you send us a picture!  And THANK YOU for your patronage. 

http://purrsandpants.com/Angel_Copyright.html 

Repeat Impressions RepeatImpressions.com Yes An "angel" company is one that lets stampers use their rubber stamped images on items that the stamper may choose to sell. No permission from the company is required as 
long as the items are handstamped and no mechanical reproduction is involved. Please feel free to use our stamped images for pleasure or profit as long as all your creations 
are individually handstamped. 

http://www.repeatimpressions.com/policies.html 

River City Rubber Works Rivercityrubberworks.com Yes We are an angel company:  That's right...you can sell anything you hand-stamp with our images! No mechanical reproduction of any kind is allowed. http://rivercityrubberworks.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=page.di
splay&page_id=17 

Rubber Romance www.rubberromance.com Yes We are a angel company.  You may sell your hand stamped items as long as they are not copied, only hand stamped. Via email 

Rubbernecker Stamp 
Company 

www.rubbernecker.com Yes We are an Angel company.  Buyers of our stamps from all of our lines can use the images as long as they are hand stamps.  The only exception to this policy are the Tim Holtz 
line from Stampers Anonymous. 

https://www.rubbernecker.com/t-faq.aspx 

Sassafras Lass www.sassafraslass.com    

Serendipity Stamps www.serendipitystamps.com Yes Serendipity Stamps is an angel company. You are welcome to hand stamp projects for resale. However, mechanical or electronic reproduction of our images is forbidden. http://www.serendipitystamps.com/Merchant2/merchant.mv 

Stamp Francisco www.stampfrancisco.com Partial Know that beyond the stated "Angel Policy", we do not grant any special use for our designs. We clearly indicate on each stamp detail page which designs can be used within 
the Angel Policy and which may not. The terms of the Angel Policy are: 
    * Must be stamped by hand 
    * Quantity 20 or less per design 
    * Must be for an occasional event (personal use.. church bazaar, schoold event,) NOT an on-going venture (commercial) 
    * Credit must be given to Stamp Francisco or as described [see website] 

http://www.stampfrancisco.com/AngelPolicy.asp 

Stampabilities www.craftsetcwholesale.com Partial You can hand make products using our rubber stamps and sell them for a profit, as long as no machine replication is used. This policy applies to all of our rubber stamps except 
our licensed lines, which are House-Mouse Designs®, Happy HoppersTM, GruffiesTM PEANUTS®, Sesame Street® and Born To Shop®. On these lines we cannot give 
permission for you to use them on products you will be selling for profit.  Our request for no machine replication also applies to stickers, papers, etc. 

http://www.craftsetcwholesale.com/service/default.aspx 

Stampavie www.stampavie.com Yes STAMPAVIE stamp images are the intellectual property of their respective designers and owners. This means that the decision to offer an angel policy also remains with the 
owner. At STAMPAVIE we try to ensure that angel policies are available for the stamps we produce by requesting a clear policy from our stamp designers. We know that this is 
an important feature for some stampers who like to sell hand-made cards occasionally. If you need any more information please mail us and we´ll be happy to help. Herewith the 
angel policies applicable to STAMPAVIE stamps.  
Tina Wenke stamp designs by STAMPAVIE - Tina Wenke stamp designs produced by STAMPAVIE have an Angel Policy. Our quality stamps are meant for personal, non-
commercial use as all of our images are copyrighted. However, we appreciate that our stampers so enjoy making their hand-stamped creations that they wish to sell them at 
local craft shows, fund-raisers, bazaars, and similar small venues. All Tina Wenke drawings and designs are the copyright of Tina Wenke and are protected under United States 
of America and international copyright law. This Angel Policy (Policy) grants limited permission (a license) to purchasers (You) of Tina Wenke stamps made under license by 
Tina Wenke to create hand-stamped artwork for sale on the following terms and conditions of this Policy:  
1. Each project should be crafted by the individual and must be hand stamped.  
2. Any artwork created using Tina Wenke designs must not infringe third-party copyrighted material. The artist must accept full responsibility for his or her artwork.  
3. Electronic, mechanical, freehand, or graphic reproduction (such as scanning or photocopying) is strictly prohibited.  
4. A maximum of 100 hand-stamped items is permitted.  
5. Credit for the stamped images and ©Tina Wenke by STAMPAVIE must appear on the back of your items.  
6. You indemnify, and must keep indemnified, Tina Wenke from and against any and all loss or damage of any kind (including liability to a third party) suffered or incurred by 
Tina Wenke arising from, or in connection with, your use of the Tina Wenke stamp designs.  
7. You may not use the Tina Wenke stamp designs or any hand-made stamped work, for the purpose of creating logos and company trade marks.  
8. Tina Wenke, Wenke Design Studio or STAMPAVIE may amend their policies governing the use of its copyrighted designs and images, including the Angel Policy, at any time. 
Amendments to such policies are effective upon publication unless otherwise noted and will be posted on the official Tina Wenke or STAMPAVIE website. We reserve the right 
to deny or terminate permission to use Tina Wenke designs and images with respect to any particular person.  
Rachelle Anne Miller stamp designs by STAMPAVIE - Rachelle Anne Miller stamp designs produced by STAMPAVIE now have an Angel Policy. Our quality stamps are meant 
for personal, non-commercial use as all of our images are copyrighted. However, we appreciate that our stampers so enjoy making their hand-stamped creations that they wish 
to sell them at local craft shows, fund-raisers, bazaars, and similar small venues.  The following restrictions apply to our Angel Policy:  
1. Each project should be crafted by the individual and must be hand stamped.  

http://www.stampavie.com/angel_policy.php 
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2. Any artwork created using Rachelle Anne Miller designs must not infringe third-party copyrighted material.The artist must accept full responsibility for his or her artwork.  
3. Electronic, mechanical, freehand, or graphic reproduction (such as scanning or photocopying) is strictly prohibited.  
4. A maximum of 100 hand-stamped items is permitted.  
5. Credit for the stamped images and ©Rachelle Anne Miller by STAMPAVIE must appear on the back of your items.  
6. Rachelle Anne Miller or STAMPAVIE may amend its policies governing the use of its copyrighted designs and images, including the Angel Policy, at any time. Amendments to 
such policies are effective upon publication unless otherwise noted and will be posted on the official Rachelle Anne Miller or STAMPAVIE website. We reserve the right to deny 
or terminate permission to use Rachelle Anne Miller designs and images with respect to any particular person. 
LeLo Design stamp designs by STAMPAVIE  -  
1. Each project should be crafted by the individual and must be hand stamped.  
2. Any artwork created using LeLo Design designs must not infringe third-party copyrighted material. The artist must accept full responsibility for his or her artwork.  
3. Electronic, mechanical, freehand, or graphic reproduction (such as scanning or photocopying) is strictly prohibited.  
4. A maximum of 100 hand-stamped items is permitted.  
5. LeLo Design or STAMPAVIE may amend its policies governing the use of its copyrighted designs and images, including the Angel Policy, at any time. Amendments to such 
policies are effective upon publication unless otherwise noted and will be posted on the STAMPAVIE website. We reserve the right to deny or terminate permission to use LeLo 
Design designs and images with respect to any particular person.  
Sarah Kay angel policy - All SARAH KAY(TM) drawings and designs are the copyright of John Sands (Australia) Limited (John Sands) and are protected under Australian and 
international copyright law. This Angel Policy (Policy) grants limited permission (a license) to purchasers (You) of SARAH KA(TM) stamps made under licence of John Sands 
(SARAH KAY(TM) stamp designs) to create hand-stamped artwork for sale on the following terms and conditions of this Policy:  
1. SARAH KAY(TM) stamp designs may only be used in the creation of original hand-made stamped artwork.  
2. No SARAH KAY(TM) stamp design may be reproduced or copied by any means, other than hand-stamping, including by means of photocopying, computer scanning and 
printing, or by freehand drawing. Hand-made stamped artwork for sale must be personally hand-stamped by the selling artist, and any mass production or use of paid workers is 
prohibited.  
3. You may create and sell a maximum of 100 hand- made stamped items. The production of hand-made stamped items in larger numbers, and/or as part of an ongoing 
business or commercial enterprise, is prohibited.  
4. Hand-made stamped artwork may only be sold locally, in local craft shows, fund raisers, bazaars, and similar small venues.  
5. Hand-made stamped artwork may not be sold in conjunction with any SARAH KAY products. Hand-made stamped artwork must not be used in any manner which might 
confuse, mislead or deceive, or which would be likely to confuse mislead or deceive, consumers that hand-stamped artwork is a John Sands product, or is endorsed by John 
Sands.  
6. Hand-made stamped artwork must be suitable for all audiences and all ages.  
7. The following John Sands trade mark and copyright notices must be displayed on each and every hand-made stamped artwork:  
8. "SARAH KAY stamp design (C) John Sands (Australia) Ltd"; and  
9. "SARAH KAYTM Trade mark used under license from John Sands (Australia) Ltd".  
10. Any hand-made stamped artwork created using SARAH KAY(TM) stamp designs must not infringe third-party copyright or other intellectual property rights.  
11. Hand-made stamped artwork must not be, or likely to be, offensive, scandalous or contrary to public morality.  
12. You indemnify, and must keep indemnified, John Sands from and against any and all loss or damage of any kind (including liability to a third party) suffered or incurred by 
John Sands arising from, or in connection with, your use of the SARAH KAY(TM) stamp designs.  
13. You may not use the SARAH KAY(TM) stamp designs or any hand-made stamped work, for the purpose of creating logos and company trade marks.  
14. At any time, John Sands may amend its polices governing the use of the SARAH KAY(TM) stamp designs, including this Policy. Amendment to such policies are effective 
upon publication, unless otherwise noted, and will be posted on the official SARAH KAY(TM) website. John Sands reserves the right to deny or terminate permission to use 
SARAH KAY(TM) stamp designs with respect to any particular person.  
Leerè Aldrich stamps from STAMPAVIE - Leerè Aldrich stamps are meant for personal, non-commercial use. Projects created using Leerè Aldrich stamps from Stampavie may 
be sold at local craft shows, fund-raisers, bazaars, and similar small venues.  The following restrictions apply to our Angel Policy:  
1. Each project should be crafted by the individual and must be hand stamped.  
2. Any artwork created using Leerè Aldrich stamps from Stampavie must not infringe third-party copyrighted material. The artist must accept full responsibility for his or her 
artwork.  
3. Electronic, mechanical, freehand, or graphic reproduction (such as scanning or photocopying) is strictly prohibited.  
4. A maximum of 100 hand-stamped items is permitted.  
5. Credit for the stamped images and © Leerè Aldrich must appear on the back of your items.  
6. Leerè Aldrich and/or STAMPAVIE may amend its policies governing the use of its copyrighted designs and images, including the Angel Policy, at any time. Amendments to 
such policies are effective upon publication unless otherwise noted and will be posted on the official Leerè Aldrich or STAMPAVIE website. We reserve the right to deny or 
terminate permission to use Leerè Aldrich designs and images with respect to any particular person. 

Stampendous www.stampendous.com Yes Stampendous is an Angel Company, which means our designs may be used on products for sale, as long as the images are entirely hand-stamped and not mechanically or 
digitally reproduced in any way. 
Images may be mechanically reproduced for non-commercial, non-profit enjoyment for use in crafting, community newsletters, advertisements, with the copyright notice included 
[see below]. Images can NOT be mechanically reproduced for business logos, sales tags or other commercial purposes.Other than editorials, if you are using Stampendous 
designs for commercial or advertising purposes such as stamping magazines, books, videos, or web sites, you must obtain prior written permission to ensure proper copyright 
notice requirements are met.  
Copyright notices must appear as follows [Check Stampendous stamp decal for copyright year]:    Designs © 200x Stampendous, Inc. Rubber Stamps.   

Via email 

Stampin' Up! www.stampinup.com Yes Stampin' Up! welcomes artists who would like to use our stamp images in their own hand-stamped craftwork that they produce to sell. Therefore, we give permission in the form 
of a limited license to use any Stampin' Up! stamp images for the purpose of creating craftworks for sale, under the following criteria: 

http://www.stampinup.com/us/enu/5293.asp 



CCoommppaannyy  NNaammee  WWeebb  AAddddrreessss  AAnnggeell  

ccoommppaannyy??  

SSppeecciiffiiccss  SSoouurrccee  

1. Each craftwork created for sale must be personally and individually hand-stamped by the selling artist and may not be reproduced or copied in any form by any means, 
graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying. Mass production, assembly-line construction, production by workers for hire, or syndication of hand-stamped 
craftwork for sale is strictly prohibited. 
2. All of Stampin' Up!'s images are copyrighted, which means that they may not be copied without permission. To help protect the rights granted by these copyrights, all 
craftwork created for sale using Stampin' Up! images must be marked with one of the images from the official Stampin' Up! Limited License stamp sets shown in the Idea Book & 
Catalog. 
3. There are no quantity limits for for-sale, hand-stamped craftworks that abide by the restrictions as stated in this policy. 
4. Completed, hand-stamped projects may be sold at competitive and non-competitive retail locations, temporary craft events, community fundraisers, and over the Internet. In 
selling hand-stamped projects, the seller must make it clear that the items are hand-made, and not a product of the company. The seller may indicate the supplies used are from 
Stampin' Up!, but the Stampin' Up! logo may not be used in any way for the sole purpose of promoting the sale of hand-stamped projects.   
5. You may not use Stampin' Up! images for the purpose of creating logos or company trademarks. 
6. Persons creating hand-stamped items for sale are responsible for complying with any state and local business and tax regulations. 
7. Persons participating in this angel policy assume all liability for suitability of their work and agree to indemnify Stampin' Up! and its artists from disputes arising from their work. 
8. Stampin' Up! is a Utah corporation. The laws of the State of Utah govern the policy. The state and federal courts for Salt Lake County, Utah, will have exclusive jurisdiction 
over any proceeding arising from this policy. Any failure by Stampin' Up! to enforce any of its rights will not constitute a waiver of such rights. 

Stamping Bella www.stampingbella.com Yes All of our stamp designs are original artwork created, trademarked and copyrighted by Stamping Bella. Therefore, Stamping Bella's rubber stamps are for personal and non-
commercial use only. However, our valued customers may use our products to produce any creations they would like, which can include selling or otherwise distributing these 
creations in limited quantities.  
All commercial use of our designs is subject to the following terms and conditions:  
1. All stamp impressions must be made by hand and no mechanical or other form of reproduction is permitted.  
2. Quantities are limited to projects that are limited in scope and otherwise do not constitute an ongoing business. Additionally, quantities for commercial use are generally 
allowed if they are in the range of 50 or less handstamped impressions per stamp image. The production of much larger numbers, and/or for an ongoing business, and/or for an 
endeavor that is not local in nature, is forbidden.  
3. Wherever possible, Stamping Bella Trademarks and Copyrights should be displayed.  
To use our images for this purpose, simply send or e-mail us a letter acknowledging you agree to the above terms, and include the following information:  
• Your name and contact information  
• A list of the Stamping Bella's products you plan to use  
• The quantities you anticipate producing  
• An acknowledgment that you "Agree to respect Stamping Bella's copyrights."  
Send, email to info@stampingbella.com. You must communicate with Stamping Bella and await written approval to use our images as you like within the terms outlined above. 
We appreciate your consideration of our copyrights. 

http://www.stampingbella.com/angel.php 

Stamps by Judith www.stampsbyjudith.com Yes ll of our stamp designs and images are original artwork and copyrighted by Stamps by Judith. Stamps by Judith stamps are for personal and non-commercial use only. We do 
allow our creative stampers to use the Stamps by Judith images to produce creations for personal use and for creating items to sell in limited quantities. 
Using Stamps by Judith images on items for resale are subject to the following terms:  No mechanical reproductions are permitted. All items created must be made by hand; 
Stamps by Judith copyright should be displayed when possible; Hand created cards or projects are limited to a quantity range of 25 and must be local in nature. The creation of 
items may not be intended for the purpose of an ongoing business. (If amounts are higher Stamps by Judith should be contacted for permission); If your samples or work are 
published, Stamps by Judith must be acknowledged in the publication 
To use Stamps by Judith for the purpose of selling, please e-mail us or send us a letter acknowledging the above terms, and include the following information: Your name and 
contact information; A list of the stamp images that you plan to use. (Please forward any updated lists of images used to Stamps by Judith as needed); The quantities that you 
anticipate producing; An acknowledgement that you agree to the above terms and you agree to respect Stamps by Judith copyrights. 
Send, e-mail, or fax the request to: Stamps by Judith - 11 County Road 11 NW - Pine Island, MN 55963 - Fax (507)-356-2265 - sbj@stampsbyjudith.com 

http://www.stampsbyjudith.com/Questions/Angel%20Policy.ht
ml 

Sugar Nellie www.sugarnellie.com Yes Sugar Nellie welcomes artists who would like to use our stamp images in their own hand-stamped craftwork that they produce to sell. Therefore, we give permission in the form 
of a limited license to use any Sugar Nellie stamp images for the purpose of creating craftworks for sale, under the following  criteria:  
Each craftwork created for sale must be personally and individually hand-stamped by the selling artist and may not be reproduced or copied in any form by any means, graphic, 
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying.  
Mass production, assembly-line construction, production by workers for hire, or syndication of hand-stamped craftwork for sale is strictly prohibited. This includes selling stamped 
sheets. All Sugar Nellie images are copyrighted, which means that they may not be copied without permission.  

http://www.sugarnellis.blogspot.com 

Sweet & Sassy www.sweetnsassystamps.com Yes You are welcome to use Sweet 'n Sassy Stamps designs and Rachelle Anne Miller designs for craft resale purposes as long as credit is given for the design. Designs may not 
be mechanically reproduced. 
PLEASE NOTE: The Sarah Kay line does not have an angel policy and may NOT be used for resale crafts. 

http://sweetnsassystamps.biz/shop/index.php?main_page=co
nditions 

Sweet Grass Rubber 
Stamps 

www.rubber-stamp-shack.com Yes Sweet Grass is an Angel Company; please feel free to use these hand-stamped images on any of your creations you plan to sell, but no mechanical reproductions. http://www.rubber-stamp-
shack.com/sweet_grass_stamps.html 

Technique Tuesday www.techniquetuesday.com Yes We are excited that people want to use Technique Tuesday Clear Stamps in their artwork and for their craft projects. Through our angel policy, we grant permission in the form 
of limited license to use Technique Tuesday exclusive copyrighted stamp images to create artwork and crafts that can be sold. Each project created for sale must be personally 
and individually hand stamped by the selling artist and may not be reproduced or copied in any form by any means. 

http://www.techniquetuesday.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?
Screen=CTGY&Category_Code=FAQ 

The {Stamps} of Life www.stephaniebarardstamps.com Yes, Limited We allow crafters who individually hand make finished items for resale to use our designs as long as the quantity manufactured or sold of any given design is handmade and 
does not exceed 200 pieces. If possible, please credit ‘The {Stamps} of Life’ somewhere on each creation. We do not allow our designs to be used in any type of mass 
manufacturing process, whether this be via mechanical, photographic or handmade means. When sharing your work on the internet in galleries, message boards, etc., please 
link to our website, www.TheStampsofLife.com so others can find our great products.  

http://www.stephaniebarnardstamps.com/faqs.htm 



CCoommppaannyy  NNaammee  WWeebb  AAddddrreessss  AAnnggeell  

ccoommppaannyy??  

SSppeecciiffiiccss  SSoouurrccee  

The Angel Company www.theangelcompany.com Yes You are free to use our images on anything you make and be able to sell it, so long as you don't scan our images and reproduce them. No digital altering of any kind is 
permitted. You need to hand stamp it. 

Via email 

Treehouse Stamps www.treehousestamps.com Yes All Treehouse designs are copyrighted by Treehouse Stamps, which means that they cannot be copied without the written permission of Treehouse Stamps management. 
The Angel Policy of Treehouse Stamps grants limited permission (a license) to purchasers of Treehouse Stamps to create hand-stamped artwork for sale. Treehouse Stamps 
does not limit the types of hand-stamped creations that may be sold under this policy, within reasonable standards of good taste. 
Treehouse designs may only be used in the creation of original, hand-stamped artwork to be sold by the creator. 
The following notice must appear on hand-stamped artwork created for resale: © Treehouse Stamps." Treehouse Stamps will make stamps with this notice language available 
for purchase as one way to provide the required notice. 
No image may be mechanically reproduced or copied by any means including, without limitation, photocopying, computer scanning and printing, using overhead or opaque 
projectors for enlarging or hand-copying images, or any other means. Copying the designs by hand is also prohibited. 
Artwork for sale may not be produced through production line efforts where individuals beyond the seller are employed or engaged in the production of the product to be sold, 
whether for hire or not. 
Treehouse Stamps images may not be used in any electronic media including the use of clip art in any computer or reproduction environment or related use. The distribution of 
Treehouse designs in electronic form is prohibited and is a violation of the copyright held by Treehouse Stamps. 
The following limitations are applicable to the sale of hand-stamped creations: 
• Treehouse Stamps trademarks and logos may not be displayed as advertising when selling the cards as a means to solicit the sales of the creations. 
• Hand-stamped creations may not be sold to other parties for subsequent resale. 
Treehouse Stamps designs and images may not be used for commercial benefit (i.e., in business logos), whether or not for profit. 
Treehouse Stamps may modify its policies governing the use of its copyrighted designs and images, including the Angel Policy, at any time. Amendments to such policies are 
effective upon publication unless otherwise noted and will be posted on the official Treehouse Stamps website. Treehouse Stamps reserves the right to deny or terminate 
permission to use Treehouse Stamp designs and images with respect to any particular person. 

http://www.treehousestamps.com/privacypolicy.html 

Unity Stamps www.unitystampco.com Yes Please feel free to hand stamp our images on products for resale however many times as you wish. Make as many cards, scrapbook pages, tags, clothing, wall decoration or 
other artsy item as you’d like. If you make something especially fantastic, consider sending us a photograph or sample. We love to see how our products are used. In the event 
that we use your creation to promote our items we will seek permission first.  

http://www.unitystampco.com/contact  

Verve Visual www.shopverve.com Yes Verve Stamps is proud to be an angel company. Our stamps are copyrighted and subject to the following Angel Policy. We think you should be able to use our stamps for 
whatever creative endeavor strikes your fancy. We grant permission to make and sell creations made with our stamps as long as they meet the following criteria: 
    * Items must be hand-stamped. (No mechanical or computerized reproduction in any form is allowed.) 
    * When possible, credit to Verve should be given on the back of the item or on a tag accompanying the item. 

http://www.shopverve.com/faq.html 

Whipper Snapper Designs www.whippersnapperdesigns.com No As our products feature copyright work from many different artists, we must adhere to a policy that our images may not be used for commercial purposes. We are not an angel 
company. 

http://www.whippersnapperdesigns.com/custom_pages.php?r
equired_page=/aboutus.php 

 


